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Abstract 

 In evolutionary Science Charles Darwin Sir have already established 

that Human ancestors are of APES Lineage. The human is scientifically 

defined as Homo-Sapien-Sapien and believed to have originated from 

Hominid. 

 It is speculated that human might have higher genetic value compared 

to Apes. Further it is speculated that Apes probably descended from human 

in the evolutionary lineage.  

 It is speculated that Tamil based Indian have lived in MARS planet in 

prehistoric time say about 100 mya. The Planet MARS probably called by 
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name EZHEM also.  MARS (EZHEM) shall be called as Mother of all 

planets including SUN.  In astronomical science the term EZHEM shall be 

considered as Mother of all planets in Prehistoric time and subsequently 

called as MARS.  The term Ezhem shall mean land of Black soil, clay soil.  

The etymology of word Ezha, Element be derived from pre-historic Tamil 

phonetics EZHEM (MARS). The Biblical ADAM, EVE might have lived 

in the land of Ezhem in prehistoric time. ADAM, EVE probably called also 

as MGR, KANNITHAI in the land of Ezhem.   MGR shall mean the Marshal 

of Ezhem and KANNITHAI shall mean the mother of Ezhem.   Further the 

Acronym MGR shall mean “MARS GEO RULER”, and the acronym KANNI 

shall mean “KINDRED AMMU NAD OF NATURAL INDIA”. 

 Further the Prehistoric lands stated in the Bible such as MORIAH, 

MARDUK, MARAH, MARI, might belong to land of “JJ’ (Jehovah Jacob) 

where the black soil Ezhem populations lived  and the language spoken by 

them might be Kanni Tamil. 

 During the course of expansion of Universe the Ehem populations 

might have been completely extinct due to various climatic condition before 

new generation started living on Earth.  

 Further the prehistoric populations of Lost continent of Lemuriah 

(MORIAH), Atlantic, might belong to the land of  black soil Ezhem 

populations.  

 It is focused that the prehistoric populations who lived in land of 

Ezhem (MARS) might be the seed and Genetic link to the human populations 

who started living on Earth at much later period.  

 It is further focused that the prehistoric populations had different 

genetic structure, capable of flying in the space, and expert in astronomical 
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science, climatic control issues, advanced communication techniques with 

electromagnetic wave.  
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Model Cosmo universe, Fundamental Neutrinos, Aether energy, 

Electromagnetic radiation, pyramid as Mars towers, Black  Box mars code, 

Angel, Star human, Trisomy, Tribe, Super scientist, natural mars code 

emboss in human. 

  

Foreword 

The present universe is considered to have so many planets, satellites, 

comets, asteroids. Further the whole Cosmo universe is believed to have 

many independent solar system and milky ways. The universe is believed to 

have formed before 13.7 billion years and evolved from cloud of star dust as 

per standard model focused by big bang theory. 

As per international astronomical union definition our present solar 

system consists of 8 planets and our solar system is believed to have formed 

around 4.6 billion years ago. 

Regarding origin of universe, various planets there are so many 

astronomical theories are in existence focused by many scientists like 

Galileo, Copernicus, Hawking, Frideman, Hubble, Einstein, Tesla, Newton, 

etc. Hubble discovered that the universe is composed of thousands of 

galaxies. Aristotle proposed an earth centered universe in which earth is 
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stationary and the cosmo universe is finite in extent but infinite in time. 

Aristarchus of Samos proposed sun centered universe. 

But so far there is no theory for proposal of standard model of cosmo 

universe. Further there is no standard theory about evolution of first planet 

in the universe. It is understood that regarding formation of moon theia is the 

best current theory for the formation of moon which focused that moon was 

formed due to giant impact between the proto earth and a mars sized 

impacter. As per case studies on astronomical science the age of mars, sun, 

earth, moon are indicated as follows: 

a)  Mars - 4.6 billion years 

b)  Sun - 4.57 billion years 

c)  Earth - 4.54 billion years 

d)  Moon - 4.48 billion years. 

 

It is focused that the prehistoric population while lived in mars 

(Ezhem) were experts in astronomy and formulated that sun, earth, moon 

were evolved from mars. In other words sun, earth, moon shall be considered 

as three fundamental planets evolved from mars planet. All other planets, 

satellites, comets, asteroids shall be considered as sub species space objects 

to the fundamental three space objects sun, earth, moon.  

 

Introduction 

 It is focused that the origin of life is still under mystery among 

Biologists. Biologists believe that Life might be originated from Life matter. 

The universe is believed to have originated from star dust particles which are 
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considered as non-life matter. But creationists believe that the first life might 

have been created and having derived genetic value naturally on origin. But 

primordial soup theory confirmed that spontaneous origin of life could not be 

possible due to impact of lightning.  

 

What was first Planet evolved?.... How the first life was 

originated?... What was the first life originated?...  What is the 

chromosome number of First Life? 

                                                                                      - Author 

 

 It is focused that the first life might have been originated 

spontaneously due to impact of electro magnetic radiation from dark energy. 

The electromagnetic radiation (EMR) shall be considered as the Prime 

energy responsible for spontaneous generation of life as well as all matter 

life planets, Gas, Water etc. in the material region of universe. All the 

matters, including life organisms such as human, plants, animals including 

human blood, Urine, etc. shall  be considered as the Byproduct of 

electromagnetic equilibrium. Under different environment conditions such as 

different pressure, Density, gravity, different level of electromagnetic 

radiation intensity, different wavelength and different frequency. It is focused 

that the characteristics properties of electromagnetic radiation is much more 

different than the characteristics and properties of Lightning.  

 

 

Spontaneous generation of Life may not be possible by 
lightning. But it is possible by Electromagnetic radiation 
(EMR)  

– Author 
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 It is speculated that three fundamental neutrinos photon, electron, 

proton  (Tamil Neutrinos) are responsible for generation of electromagnetic 

radiation and these three fundamental neutrinos might have been evolved 

from star dust during evolution of universe.  The stardust shall be considered 

as creative product Dark Flame.  Dark Flame shall be considered as the 

centromere of Cosmo Universe. 

 It is speculated that the first human might be originated spontaneously 

due to impact of electromagnetic radiation and started living in prehistoric 

Ezhem land (MARS). The first human had only three chromosome on origin 

and derived three chromosome from three neutrinos one each from photon, 

electron, proton. These three fundamental neutrinos shall be considered as 

Godly particles existing naturally in the universe. The first human shall be 

called Star Human.  In other words the prehistoric populations lived in the 

land of Ezhem shall be considered as the Natural Human. The modern 

human with 46 chromosome shall be considered descended from natural 

human at later period. 

 It is speculated by the author that the Biblical HEAVENLY FATHER 

probably created the entire universe and life having Head Quarter at Ezhem. 

Further in prehistoric time the POPE shall be considered as the Angel of 

heavenly Father having Ezhem as Headquarter. During the course of time the 

head quarter of Pope might be shifted to VATICAN at much later period. 

The philosophy of Prehistoric human, fundamental neutrinos, cosmo 

universe,  was already published in the scientific article in IJSRP, issue 4, 

2013, titled as Cosmo Superstar and in IJSER, issue 5, 2013 titled as Super 

Scientist of climate control. This article shall be considered as extended 

version of previous published articles with additional research,  case studies 

to focus about the philosophy of Ezhem, and origin of Earth from Ezhem 

(MARS). 
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Hypothesis 

i. Ezhem shall be considered as the first planet evolved. SUN, 

EARTH, MOON might have been evolved from EZHEM. 

 

Right dot shall be considered as moon, left dot shall be 

considered as earth, center dot shall be considered as sun. It is 

focused that the sun, earth, moon might have been evolved in 

different geological period.  

ii. Tamil based Indian who lived in Ezhem (MARS) in  prehistoric time 

with different genetic structure. They might have subsisted with 

OZONE breath before human populations started living on Earth 

with different genetic structure with oxygen breath.  

iii. The Earth evolved from MARS (Ezhem) might have had derived Life 

from MARS Black soil, and having similar properties as MARS. 

Further the human population shall also be called as Akkie 

population.  Akkie shall mean Star Human, Black Human. 
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iv. The prehistoric populations when lived in MARS planet might have 

adopted language in Code Form  called Mars Code. The three tiny 

dot shall be considered as the advanced 3-in-1 logic Single 

alphabet and each dot shall be considered as having millions of 

sublogic Alogarithms.  The Mars Code shall also be called as 

Akkie Code. 

v. The prehistoric populations adopted logarithm as Mathematical 

fool with base 3.   In prehistoric time the logarithm with base 3 

might be called as Natural logarithm which might be used in 

Astronomy for formulations various characteristics of planets in the 

Planetary system and properties of various vaccum regions of 

cosmo universe.  

vi. The Akkie populations might have spoken language (Kanni  

Tamil) with high frequency called Ezhem Tamil. Ezhem Tamil shall 

mean speech like child language in lengthy way.  eg. The classical 

word Amma be pronounced by child as AUM.  During the course 

of time the famous poet like Tholkoppier, Thiruvalluvar might have 

given enough Tablets to the Ehem tamil with suitable grammer and 

developed classic Tamil which shall be called as Sentamil. 

AUM, AMMU means Ezhemtamil 
Amma means sentamil 
Mum means American Tamil 
Amah means African Tamil 

- Author 
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vii. The tamil word Akkilam, Thameezhem might be derived from 

Prehistoric Tamil Phonetics  Ezhem.  

a) Akkilam shall mean Akkie + Ezhem 

b) Thameezhem shall mean– Thamee + Ezhem  

   Akkie, Thamee shall means Dark. Ezhem shall mean land. 

It is focused that the Ezhem Planet might be originated even before 

the sun gives red radiation. Akkie populations shall mean Dark 

populations living under the Dark radiations of sun. The etymology 

of word “INDO” might be derived from prehistoric tamil phonetics 

Ezhem.  (ie. Ezhem might be pronounced dialectically as INDO. 

Indo origin shall mean prehistoric black populations (Mars 

Populations).  

   In Prehistoric time Cosmo Universe might be called as 

AKKILAM.    The etymology Cosmo Universe might be derived 

from  Akkilam. 

 

 

  The prehistoric Mars population were export in 

Astronomy already formulated the model cosmo universe and 

relative position of Sun, Earth, Moon as mentioned below. 
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  The entire shape of Cosmo Universe shall be considered 

as just like a Pyramidal structure with three base elements, which 

shall be shown pictorially as follows. 

Region – I .. Antineutrinos radiation region (Black radiation) 

Region – II .. Neutrinos radiation region (Stardust radiation) 

Region – III .. EMR and Matter region (Einstein region) 

 
 The Cosmo region shall be considered as the highly Cold 

region emitting Black radiation. Region III shall be considered as 

the highly hot region. 
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viii. How Akkilan looks like? 

 

               It is focused that the modern human having two hands with proper 

fingures. It is hypothesized that the prehistoric populations while living in 

MARS (EZHEM) might be having wing like hands in the primitive level due 

to different chromosome level and genetic structure. Further the 48 

chromosome Apes are slightly deviated hands structure compared to modern 

human. It is focused that 3 chromosome human, 46 chromosome human 

shall be considered much senior to Apes which is having 48 chromosome.  
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Conclusion 

 The Akkie populations shall be considered as the prehistoric 

populations lived in the land of Ezhem (MARS)in prehistoric time and given 

genetic link to so called  modern human populations who started living on 

Earth at much later period. The etymology of Arabic word Ezha Ezhlee 

might be derived from prehistoric tamil phonetics Ezhem. Ezha means 

“GOD”. Ezhem means “GODLY LAND”.  

 

 

 

Hypothetical Definition 

What is Ezhem? What is dark energy? 

 Ezhem shall be referred to the prehistoric planet in the cosmo 

universe where human populations already lived with different genetic 

structure. The Ezhem shall also mean land of black clay soil.  In modern 

physics the black clay soil (Ezhem land) shall be referred to Dark Energy.   

The dark energy shall be considered as a Tissue consists of millions of cells. 
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The cell shall be considered as the smallest unit of Dark energy consists of 

three fundamental sub particles Photon, Electron, Proton.  The orientation 

of dark energy particles shall be considered in such a way that the three 

particles are symmetrically displaced by 120°  as shown below. The land of 

Ezhem shall also be called as natural land, (or) Godly land.  The philosophy 

of Cell  shall be narrated as below. 

 

 

 The right dot shall be considered as proton, left dot shall 

be considered as electron, center dot shall be considered as photon.  

 

What is Dark matter? 

 The dark matter shall be considered as dark molecules. The smallest 

unit of dark molecule shall be considered as Atom. The smallest unit of dark 

molecule shall be considered consists three fundamental particles Proton, 

Neutron, Electron.   The orientation of dark matter particles shall be 

considered in such a way that the three particles are symmetrically displaced 

by 120° as shown below. These three particles shall also be called as Godly 

particles.  The philosophy of Atom shall be narrated as below.  
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The right dot shall be considered as proton, left dot shall be considered 

as neutron, center dot shall be considered as electron.  

 

Origin of first Life? 

 It is hypothesized that the origin of first life shall be considered as 

three chromosome human spontaneously evolved due to interaction of Dark 

energy and Dark matter of cosmo universe. In modern medical science the 

term Trisomy may be referred to genetic reflection of prehistoric Trisomy 

human.  
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Hypothetical Narrations on Scientific Culture 

a) Nature  

            Nature shall be considered as integral part of three fundamental 

neutrinos photon, electron, proton which are responsible for evolution of 

universe and matter.  

 

 

The right dot shall be considered as proton responsible for functional 

part of universe, left dot shall be considered as electron responsible for 

structural part of universe, center dot shall be considered as photon 

responsible for law and sequence part of universe. 

In medical term the right dot shall be considered as equivalent to 

DNA, left dot shall be considered as equivalent to HORMONE, center dot 

shall be considered as equivalent to RNA. 

 

b) Neutrinos (Ather energy) 

            The neutrinos shall be considered as  three fundamental charged 

particles existing in the cosmo universe in Region II which also be called as 
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freely available Radient energy called Aether energy. These three 

fundamental neutrinos photon, electron, proton, shall also be called as 

GODLY particles in modern physics. The etymology of word Neutrino might 

be derived from prehistoric tamil phonetics NATHIRI.   Nathiri shall mean 

illuminating star particles.  

 

 

c) Cosmo superstar:  

         Cosmo Super Star shall be considered as the prehistoric human lived 

in Ezhem (Mars Planet) evolved spontaneously due to impact of 

Electromagnetic radiation called as human of Black body radiation. The 

philosophy of cosmo superstar might be derived from prehistoric tamil 

phonotics Periyar.    Periyar shall mean Akkilan or GOD. 
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d) Super Scientist: 

          Superscientists shall be considered as the prehiston Akkie population 

(Dark Populations) having super wisdom in Astronomical Science and 

climate change issue. The philosophy of superscientist might be derived from 

the prehistoric tamil phonetics ANNA.    ANNA shall mean elderly person 

having super wisdom. 

 

 

e) WARRIOR:  

           Warrior shall mean the prehistoric populations who lived in EZHEM 

(MARS) could control the planets and make them in harmony. The 

philosophy of warrior might be derived from the prehistoric tamil phonetics 

puratchiyalar.   Purtchi shall be considered as the movement for restoring 

harmony and peace among planets. The philosophy of warrior might be 

derived from Tamil Phonetics MGR. The acronym MGR shall mean MARS 

GEO RULER. Further the etymology of word Purge might be derived from 

Tamil phonetics Puratchi.  
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f) WEB: 

      Web shall be considered as the Network system considered as the central 

part of planetary systems controlling all the planets in remote manner 

through electro magnetic field radiation in prehistoric time. The philosophy 

of Web might be derived from the prehistoric tamil phonetics KANNI.   

KANNI shall mean Web Net. Kannithai shall mean mother of MARS 

(EZHEM) webbing all global populations.  

 

 

g) MYTHS: 

 Myths, mythology shall be referred to the narration of prehistoric 

incidence in story form. The prehistoric Akkie population lived in MARS 

(ezhem)are still under mystery and mythological form. The etymology of work 
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Myths might be derived from prehistoric tamil phonetics Muthu.   Muthu 

shall mean 3-in-on black box logic wisdom. It is focused that the tamil word 

Muthu might be diatectically pronounced as Myths.  

 

h) Philosophy of Logos  

 The logos shall be considered as prehistoric scientific language in 

code form called as mars code. These logos were used by prehistoric 

population lived in mars (Ezhem) in astronomy for controlling various 

planets through electromagnetic radiation.  

 

i) Angel: 

 Angel shall be considered as the methological personality having 

winged personality (Flying Celestials).   The Angel is normally depicted as a 

mediator of God between heaven and Earth in sending the message. The 
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philosophy of Angel might be derived from the prehistoric person who might 

be called as Anjali.   Anjali shall mean message carrier. Angel shall mean 

Godly persons having three chromosome and lived in MARS (EZHEM) in 

prehistoric time..  

 

 

 

j) What are Pyramids? 

 The pyramids shall be considered as Natural mountains formed as by 

product of electromagnetic equilibrium like other mountains during the 

course of evolution of early universe. It is speculated that the prehistoric 

mountains might be formed exactly like Tripod structure. Subsequently due to 

asymmetry occurs in the base of Universe the Tripod like pyramid might be 

deviated and might be formed like irregular tripod shape.  

 The prehistoric Akkie populations might have utilized these naturally 

available pyramid structures as communication towers called as MARS 

TOWERS for advanced communication purpose.  
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k) Triassic 

          Triassic is considered in geological science as major three land 

divisions occurred in the particular geological period. It is focused by the 

author that the Triassic period probably be referred to the period when the 

prehistoric 3 chromosom Akkie populations (Trisomy) lived in MARS Planet.  

 

 

 

Hypothetical Narration on Linguistics 

a) Millions of Meanings  

 The prehistoric population when lived in mars (Ezhem) used language 

only with single alphabet consists of three tiny dots. The right dot shall be 

considered as vowel, left dot shall be considered as consonant, center dot 

shall be considered as law, grammar. Millions of phonetics pertained to 

global language shall be considered as species to the fundamental three tiny 

dot phonetic pronounced as AKKIE. 
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b) Universal Triphthong word: 

 It is focused by the author that the prehistoric Akkie code (MARS code) 

used by Akkie populations shall be considered as the only Unique triphthong 

alphabet. It is further focused that no global languages having unique 

triphthong alphabet having three integrated sound with single alphabet. 

 

 

c) First music alphabet 

 It is focused that millions of music phonetics shall be considered as 

derived from prehistoric Tamil phonetic AKKIE. 
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Hypothetical Narration on Social 

a) Name title culture: 

 The prehistoric Akkie populations while lived in MARS (EZHEM) 

adopted language in code form called MARS code (Akkie code). It is 

hypothesized that the Akkie populations might have had the culture of 

attaching MAR as identity of language with their name. (eg.) Ayyamar, 

Nayanmar, Hanumar, Devamar, Pillaimar, Naichamar, Nadakkamar, etc.  

Similarly Akkie also might be attached with name (e.g.) Deva Akkie, Nai 

Akkie, Hanu Akkie.  This prehistoric language fond culture might be turned 

into caste culture at later period. 

b) Indo culture 

 In human anthropological science it shall be focused that all the global 

population shall be considered as different races derived from prehistoric 

AKKIE population. The etymology of word INDO might be derived from 

prehistoric Tamil phonetic EZHEM. Ezhem shall mean black population.  
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d) What does mean Tabernacle? 

 Case study shows that tabernacle is considered as a small place of 

worship that could be moved, used by the Jews in ancient time when they 

were traveling in the desert. It is focused by the author that the prehistoric 

tripod like structures of Pyramids shall be considered as the naturally 

evolved byproducts of electromagnetic equilibrium and acting as a climate 

change resistive mechanisms to prevent major vibration of planets. The 

existence of so many pyramids in Mars planet, Earth planet might be due to 

this reason. 

 It is hypothesized that the Tabernacles shall be considered as the 

dewelling places constructed by the prehistoric Akkie populations. The 

philosophy of Tabernacle structures might be the reason for effective 

protection against Natural climatic change disaster in prehistoric time. The 

tabernacles shall be considered as Artificial Pyramids.  
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